
Conventional Buffs

Type OD Case Qty BR Cloth Part 
Number Price HY Cloth Part 

Number Price

Sewn
Conventional

4"

12

47400 $2.71 47408 $3.67

6" 47401 $5.07 47409 $7.20

8" 47402 $8.22 47410 $12.18

10" 47403 $12.40 47411 $18.49

Type OD Case Qty Part Number Price

Sisal
Conventional

4"

12

47416 $2.00

6" 47417 $2.93

8" 47418 $4.33

10" 47419 $5.80

Conventional buffs have been used in the metal finishing 
industry for over 100 years. These buffs are suited for cut 
and color applications, as well as a flexible platform for 
satin finishing. All Conventional buffs are made with a 1” 
arbor hole and are available in both HY (more aggressive 
cut or color) and BR (less aggressive cut and color) cloth.

Sewn Conventional buffs are harder than loose buffs and 
as a result can be used for cut and color of flat and more 
accessible surfaces of all metals.

Loose Conventional buffs are made with one row of sewing 
around the arbor hole and are soft and flexible. They are 
ideal for reaching uneven surfaces while buffing or coloring 
metals, hard rubber, marble, and plastics.

Sisal buffs are used for cut down operations of ferrous 
metals. All the Sisal buffs are made from top quality sisal 
and sewn with 1/4" spiral sewing and treated for added cut 
and life.

Laminated Sisal buffs alternate cloth and sisal ply to create 
the desired firmness of the buffs. The use of cloth in this 
buff aids in compound retention and softens the buff for 
contoured parts. The combination of cloth and sisal provides 
cutting action and high color on steel and aluminum parts.

Application focus - Garage and Restoration

A Loose BR buff with compound can be used on any 
aluminum or chrome wheels, motorcycle pipes, and 
bumpers to clean and brighten the finish. Make aluminum 
and chrome look new in one easy pass.

Type OD Case Qty BR Cloth Part 
Number Price HY Cloth Part 

Number Price

Loose
Conventional

4"

12

47404 $2.80 47412 $3.76

6" 47405 $5.13 47413 $7.33

8" 47406 $8.38 47414 $12.24

10" 47407 $12.56 47415 $18.64

Type OD Case Qty Part Number Price

Laminated Sisal
Conventional

4"

12

47420 $2.20

6" 47421 $3.44

8" 47422 $5.07

10" 47423 $6.91


